NEW PRODUCTS
FALL 2021

MORE INNOVATION
MORE POTENTIAL
This year SOG reaches a milestone. It’s our 35th year as a
company, and we celebrate it by delivering more of what we’ve
been good at since we first opened our doors: Innovation.
In 2020 we reaffirmed our commitment to our users with
deliberate, mission-focused solutions. We build on that in
2021 by introducing even more capability enhancing gear that
continues to define SOG as a company and pushes us toward
a new sense of what’s possible.
We leapfrog off the past year’s successes with offerings that
expand our Professional product families with new tools and
technologies. We also introduce a partnership that conveys
our brand promise of enhanced potential to a new space.
Every single 2021 release follows a recipe of sorts. We combine
new technology and real-world insights and bake them into the
designs to deliver unparalleled benefits to those who matter most:
the people who buy and use our gear.
Our SOG-TAC line receives a complete makeover. With our ultrastrong XR-Lock in automatic form, an innovative single-interface
safety, and lightweight, minimalist, yet functional micro-textured
handle — this American-made package is an ambidextrous,
reliable and flexible automatic (AU) knife that’s available in three
different sizes and numerous blade profiles.
Our new Pentagon FX fixed blade family provides a customizable
hard-use knife system — with removable handles utilizing our
single fastener design for a slimmer profile, and Universal
Mounting System (UMS) modular sheaths that can be modified
a multitude of ways to best fit the mission profile.
Finally, the ultimate wish list request we’re fulfilling this year is
Pentagon OTF. After 35 years, it’s our take on an out-the-front
automatic knife. It’s a tool we’ve long considered, but it’s
something we committed to do only when we could do it
right. The clean, functional exterior of the American-made
Pentagon OTF conceals layers of innovation that our product,
engineering, and design teams developed to deliver what is one
the most reliable open and close mechanisms and solid blade
lock-up available in OTFs at any price.
SOG’s mission is to provide our users with added capabilities
wherever they go. And in the 21st century, it’s our phones that go
with us everywhere, all the time. That’s why we’ve partnered with
PopSockets to create the PopGrip Multi-tool. It’s a unique, modern
and inventive way to carry a compact and convenient
tool anywhere.
Our Fall 2021 collection is a measured mix of disruptive releases
and trusted companions for professional and defensive carry
users alike. In our 35th year, through a new partnership, we also
aim to inspire new audiences to be self-reliant and capable.
We deliver innovation equally to those familiar with SOG and
those who are just discovering our brand and our solutions.
It’s a new era at SOG. We thank you for allowing us to continue
to transform.
Jonathan Wegner, VP Brand

OUR MISSION:

TO PROVIDE ENHANCED
CAPABILITIES FOR HUMAN
POTENTIAL
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PENTAGON OTF
AUTOMATIC KNIFE
SOG launches its first out-the-front automatic in
company history. American-made, it features our
patent-pending, self-adjusting Dynamic Locking
System providing a reliable open and close.
More important is its solid, rattle-free blade
lock-up when open.

PENTAGON OTF DELIVERS RELIABLE SOG OUT-THEFRONT TECHNOLOGY FOR DEMANDING PROFESSIONAL
USERS WHO RELY ON HIGH-END STEEL. CONSIDERED
DESIGN AND INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING DELIVER
A HARD-WORKING DUTY KNIFE.
Pentagon OTF is designed to meet the exacting demands of
users who require a dependable one-handed, fast-opening knife.
SOG’s Dynamic Lock-up System redefines open reliability and
blade lock-up strength in OTF knives, while the CRYO S35VN blade
and the hard-anodized aluminum handle reinforce the durability of
the knife.

Secure blade-lock-up

Double edge blade

Pentagon OTF features a rugged anodized aluminum handle, a
premium 3.79-inch double-edged CRYO S35VN steel blade and a
reliable, consistent opening mechanism with secure lockup.

CRYO S35VN steel

Titanium Nitride
coated blade

Large slide button
for automatic
opening/closing

Anodized
aluminum 7075
handle

RATTLE-FREE EXPERIENCE

SOG’s Dynamic Locking System ensures the blade moves
quickly to the open or closed position. When it’s there,
it’s held firmly in place in a secure, reliable and
confident lock-up.

LARGE “GO BUTTON”

MODEL #

Pres. Box

Pres. Box

Packaging

$388.95

$388.95

MSRP

Automatic opener buttons can be hard on the fingers.
Under duress, when every second counts, they can be
difficult to engage. Pentagon OTF’s oversized button
fixes that, allowing for multiple interface points.
When you need to open, it opens fast.

UPC

15-61-01-57

CONFIGURATIONS

15-61-02-57

TITANIUM NITRIDE

5.28in/134mm

3.79in/96mm

729857011549

FINISH

CLOSED LENGTH

BLADE
LENGTH

729857011556

ALUMINUM

6.7oz/189g

Flat Dark Earth

WEIGHT

Blackout

BLACKOUT

MK1

FLAT DARK EARTH

SERIES

HANDLE

9.08in/231mm

CPM S35VN

OVERALL LENGTH

STEEL
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PENTAGON FX
FIXED BLADE KNIFE
SOG’s brand began by making fixed blades for
military and uniformed professionals. Our updated
system of Pentagon Fixed Knives builds on that
tradition, enhanced with removable handles and
customizable UMS sheath system.

PENTAGON FX IS A FULL-SIZED HARD-USE KNIFE
DESIGNED FOR PROFESSIONALS. FEATURING A
PREMIUM DOUBLE-EDGED, FULL-TANG BLADE AND AN
INNOVATIVE SHEATH DESIGN THAT’S CONFIGURABLE
TO THE MISSION NEEDS OF THE USER.
Pentagon FX was developed with professional users who need a
full-sized combat dagger. With a solid, 4.77-inch S35VN dual-edged
fixed blade and modern sheath system designed for multiple carry
configurations. It has a rugged G10 handle — removable for
a thinner profile — made to stand up to demanding conditions
and uses.

INCLUDES UMS CLIP

Double edge blade

GRN
sheath

Titanium Nitride coating

CRYO S35VN steel
Universal Mounting
System compatible

Removable
G10 handle

MISSION-CUSTOMIZABLE SET-UP

Pentagon FX comes with multiple accessories from SOG’s
Universal Mounting System. It allows for flexible missionspecific set-up, including adjustable sheath retention,
secondary retention, mounting angle, mounting method
and combinations of each.

HANDLES ON OR OFF

17-61-01-57

MODEL #

Pres. Box

Pres. Box

Packaging

$221.95

$221.95

MSRP

Pentagon FX’s sheath system isn’t the only thing
that’s adaptable. The handles can also be removed
for a slimmer profile.

UPC

17-61-02-57

CONFIGURATIONS

729857011518

4.77in/121mm

TITANIUM NITRIDE

CPM S35VN

FINISH

STEEL

BLADE
LENGTH

729857011501

G10

6.5oz/186g

Blackout

WEIGHT

Flat Dark Earth

BLACKOUT

FLAT DARK EARTH

MK2

GRN

9.93in/252mm

SERIES

OVERALL LENGTH

HANDLE

SHEATH MATERIAL
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PENTAGON FX COVERT IS DESIGNED FOR
PROFESSIONAL USERS. A DISCREET FORM FACTOR
WITH MINIMALIST SHEATH, IT FEATURES A PREMIUM
DOUBLE-EDGED, FULL-TANG BLADE.
Pentagon FX Covert was developed with users who desire a
low-profile combat blade. With premium S35VN blade steel
and a removable G10 handle, it’s a perfect backup carry or
low-visibility option.

GRN
sheath

Universal
Mounting System
compatible

CRYO S35VN steel

Titanium Nitride coating

Double edge blade

Pentagon FX Covert features a 3.41-inch CRYO S35VN dualedged fixed blade. The textured G10 handle blends durability with
functionality and the low-profile GRN sheath allows for multiple
configurations of mounting and carrying options.

Removable
G10 handle

MINIMALIST LOW-VIS SHEATH
Pentagon FX Covert sheath is designed to be flexible:
mount it on a belt, in between MOLLE, with adhesive
velcro or as part of SOG’s Universal Mounting System.

TAKE IT ALL OFF
Require Pentagon FX Covert to be even more minimalist?
The handle is easily removed by unfastening the single
fastener and sliding the handles off for lighter weight
and sleeker profile.

UPC

17-61-04-57

17-61-03-57

MODEL #

Pres. Box

Pres. Box

Packaging

$166.95

$166.95

MSRP

CONFIGURATIONS

729857011525

3.41in/87mm

TITANIUM NITRIDE

CPM S35VN
FINISH

STEEL

BLADE
LENGTH

729857011532

G10

3.9oz/110g

Flat Dark Earth

WEIGHT

Blackout

BLACKOUT

FLAT DARK EARTH

MK2

GRN

7.52in/191mm

SERIES

OVERALL LENGTH

HANDLE

SHEATH MATERIAL

AVAILABLE COMPONENTS

UMS CLIP SMALL

DROP LEG ADAPTER

EASY ACCESS

UMS CLIP LARGE

SPACER

MID-TENSION

SECONDARY RETENTION STRAP

UMS BELT CLIP

SHEATH TECHNOLOGIES
UNIVERSAL MOUNT
SYSTEMS (UMS)
NEW BASIS FOR ALL SOG
SHEATHS MOVING FORWARD
Offers interchangeability with
multiple mounting systems
More mounting options
launching Fall 2022

POTENTIAL CONFIGURATIONS

ADJUSTABLE DRAW
FORCE SHEATH
Customized tension to suit your
needs, even in the field with simple
tool-free adjustment

MOST SECURE

STUDIES AND OBSERVATIONS GROUP
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SOG-TAC AU
AUTOMATIC KNIFE

A ground-up redesign of our best-selling SOG-TAC Automatic family,
this second generation is innovation-rich. These American-made
knives feature ambidextrous operation, micro-textured aluminum
handles and a Double-action Safety.

FAST-OPENING SOG-TAC AU IS DESIGNED AS A SIMPLE
AND STRONG ONE-HANDED OPENING BACKUP OR
GO-TO TOOL FOR PROFESSIONAL AND DEFENSIVE
CARRY USERS.
With a textured aluminum handle and CRYO D2 blade, SOG-TAC
AU is an automatic folding knife that springs to action with either
hand, and stays open with exceptional lock-up strength from SOG’s
innovative AU-XR Lock.
An auto knife with a CRYO D2 steel blade and a hard-anodized
aluminum handle designed for users who demand reliability.
Features ambidextrous operation with SOG’s new Double-action
Safety and strong AU-XR locking mechanism.

Reversible clip

Ambidextrous
opening/closing

CRYO D2 steel

Available in Full-size, Compact, and Compact California Special,
with multiple blade options.

Integrated
Double-action
Safety

Textured anodized
aluminum 6061-T6 handle

COMPLETELY AMBIDEXTROUS

You never know when your dominant hand is going to be
out-of-action, so it’s just good design to enable a user to
operate their knife exactly the same way regardless
of which hand they use.

MICRO-TEXTURED, NOT OVER-TEXTURED

SOG-TAC AU’s aluminum handle has a machined microtexture surface that provides the right level of grip —
in all the right places — without wearing out your hand
or your pocket.

FROM SAFE TO GO IN ONE PULL

Innovative blade lock-out that allows you to go from safe to
blade open in one pull, with SOG’s Double-action Safety.

STUDIES AND OBSERVATIONS GROUP
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BLADE
LENGTH

FINISH

3.43in/87mm

TITANIUM NITRIDE
STEEL

MK2

CRYO D2

OVERALL LENGTH

SERIES

2.8oz/81g

HANDLE

ALUMINIUM

7.01in/178mm

WEIGHT

FINISH

4.06in/103mm

2.94in/75mm

TITANIUM NITRIDE

CLOSED LENGTH

BLADE
LENGTH

SOG-TAC AU COMPACT

3.5oz/100g

SOG-TAC AU

WEIGHT

ALUMINIUM

4.59in/117mm

BLACK

MK2

HANDLE

8.03in/191mm
CLOSED LENGTH

BLACK

SERIES

CRYO D2

OVERALL LENGTH
STEEL

$166.95

MSRP

Black - Tanto Straight Edge

Black - Partially Serrated

Black - Straight edge

729857011754

729857011761

729857011730

729857011747

UPC

15-38-10-57

15-38-09-57

15-38-08-57

15-38-07-57

MODEL #

Pres. Box

Pres. Box

Pres. Box

Pres. Box

Packaging

$138.95

$138.95

$138.95

$138.95

MSRP

TANTO PARTIALLY SERRATED

Packaging

$166.95

Black - Tanto Partially Serrated

TANTO

Pres. Box

$166.95

PARTIALLY SERRATED

CONFIGURATIONS

STRAIGHT EDGE

MODEL #

Pres. Box

$166.95

TANTO PARTIALLY SERRATED

UPC

15-38-01-57

Pres. Box

TANTO

729857011679

15-38-02-57

Pres. Box

PARTIALLY SERRATED

CONFIGURATIONS

STRAIGHT EDGE

729857011662

15-38-04-57

15-38-03-57

CONFIGURATIONS

Black - Straight edge

729857011693

CONFIGURATIONS

Black - Partially Serrated

729857011686

Pull back over detent and
straight into open

Black - Tanto Partially Serrated

Push forward past detent for
lock-out

Black - Tanto Straight Edge

DOUBLE-ACTION SAFETY
Designed as a single point of interface —
with easy break-through when needed.

Ready to open by
pulling back

MK2

2.7oz/77g

HANDLE

ALUMINIUM

6.02in/153mm

WEIGHT

FINISH

4.06in/103mm

1.96in/50mm

UPC

15-38-14-57

15-38-11-57

MODEL #

Pres. Box

Pres. Box

Packaging

$138.95

$138.95

MSRP

TITANIUM NITRIDE

CLOSED LENGTH

BLADE
LENGTH

CALIFORNIA
SOG-TAC AU COMPACT SPECIAL

BLACK

SERIES

CRYO D2

OVERALL LENGTH
STEEL

CONFIGURATIONS

729857011723

TANTO

729857013307

STRAIGHT EDGE

Black - Straight edge

CONFIGURATIONS

Black - Tanto

CALIFORNIA SPECIAL

Maybe all you need is 2 inches, maybe that’s all
you’re allowed to legally carry, whatever the reason,
the CA Special provides a high-grip handle with SOG
sharp CRYO D2 steel.

STUDIES AND OBSERVATIONS GROUP
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POPGRIP MULTI-TOOL
DAILY CARRY TOOL
Collaborating with PopSockets, we’ve created a
compact multi-tool designed to go everywhere
your phone does. With 5 tools in 1, its sole
mission is to help solve common daily problems.

SOG COLLABORATES WITH POPSOCKET, THE ORIGINAL
PHONE GRIP, TO BRING A FUNCTIONAL MULTI-TOOL
TO THE BACK OF YOUR PHONE.
PopSockets have been making fun and functional phone grips since
2012. This year they partner with SOG to pack a handy multi-tool into a
phone grip/stand. PopGrip Multi-Tool puts a bottle opener, hex bit driver
and small screwdriver on the back of your phone and at your fingertips.

Bottle
opener

Slotted screwdriver/pry bar

Stand support

Offering a secure grip for your phone, PopGrip Multi-tool gives your
phone added functionality. With a bottle opener, hex bit driver and
small screwdriver, it doubles as phone grip and phone stand.

Grip

1/4” and 4 mm
hex bit driver

GRIP IT

Hold your phone more securely or use it as a stand —
once you use one, you’ll understand why PopSockets
have sold more than 100 million PopGrips.

TWIST, DEPLOY!

Our magnetic TwistMag latching system secures the
compact multi-tool on the back of the PopGrip and
allows for quick and easy access.

Black + Graphite

CONFIGURATIONS

805106

805105

805103

MODEL #

Trap Blister

Trap Blister

Trap Blister

Packaging

$24.95

$24.95

$24.95

MSRP

CONFIGURATIONS

BLACK + GRAPHITE

CIVIC CYAN + BLACK

Civic Cyan + Black

MOSS GREEN + BLACK

Moss Green + Black

STUDIES AND OBSERVATIONS GROUP
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
FOR SOG WHOLESALE ACCOUNT
SALES POLICY
All SOG® and Tool Logic® products purchased at wholesale pricing must
be sold under the terms and conditions set forth below. Publication and
distribution of SOG and Tool Logic catalogs and/or price lists do not
constitute an offer to sell.

PRICES
Prices are subject to change without notice. All orders received by SOG
will be deemed to be submitted at “prices in effect” upon receipt of order.

QUALIFICATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Customers are required to have a storefront, mail order catalog,
or online presence.
Customers must provide completed and signed MSRP application,
copy of business license, and state tax ID#.
A minimum opening order of $500 must be submitted with MSRP
application.
Customers must meet price level qualifications to maintain given
price level.

TERMS
Decisions concerning the extension of credit terms are made by SOG at
its sole discretion. We will require a copy of your business license state
tax ID# and a completed application for approval (this includes credit
card accounts). Accounts that satisfy SOG’s credit criteria may purchase
products from SOG on a 2% 10/net 30 day basis from invoice date.
Shipments refused for any reason will be assessed a charge equal to the
return shipment fee. Returned checks are subject to a $25 surcharge.
Past due balances are subject to a service charge of 2% per month.
FREIGHT
All orders will ship via UPS insured ground service unless otherwise
specified. SOG reserves the right to choose the most economical carrier
on larger shipments.
The purchaser shall assume the risk of loss for all freight collect
shipments (or shipments where you secure your own insurance policy)
upon leaving our facility. Prepaid freight is available for certain price levels
and minimum orders — consult your pricing level outline for details.
SHORTAGES
Claims against the seller for shortages must be communicated directly to
SOG within 5 days of the arrival of the shipment.
BACK ORDERS
Items not in stock at time of order will be placed on back order.
Back orders will remain open until shipped or canceled.
RESELLING
Accounts buying on the Wholesale, Direct 6, or Direct 10 may only
sell SOG Products to end consumers and shall not engage in selling SOG
Products to other retailers or wholesalers authorized or not.
SOG distributors must have an in-force SOG Distribution Agreement in
order to re-sell at wholesale.
GENERAL WARRANTY
All SOG and Tool Logic products carry a lifetime guarantee against
defects in workmanship and materials. This guarantee is voided by
misuse, abuse, improper maintenance, or alterations of the product and
does not cover any normal wear that might occur. All warranty claims
should be directed to SOG. Only SOG is authorized to replace or repair a
defective product. SOG must first examine the product to determine
whether to repair or replace it. Retailers are not authorized to exchange
product and must contact SOG for warranty authorization or send the
customer directly to SOG for resolution. U.S. claims should be sent
prepaid and insured. SOG reserves the right to repair or replace product at
our discretion. For more information on SOG warranty see: http://www.
sogknives.com/warranty-info.html.
RETURN GOODS POLICY
A valid SOG return authorization number must be obtained prior to
returning goods. All returned or refused goods are subject to a 15%
restocking fee. Freight on all returns must be prepaid; products must be
inline, include original packaging, free of stickers or labels,
and not damaged. SOG will issue a credit memo — for net costs of goods
less restocking fee — to be applied to future purchases only.

AUTOMATIC KNIVES
SOG automatic knives will only be shipped to MSRPs or other legal entities
that sign and return the Automatic Release Form stating that they are in
compliance with the required Federal statutes.

SOG ONLINE 3P POLICY
It is SOG policy to not sell, nor otherwise supply, any unauthorized entity
that sells items bearing the SOG trademark on the Amazon, Walmart.com
and jet.com 3P platforms.
Any unauthorized entity selling SOG branded items on these platforms
will be considered to be selling counterfeit SOG goods
and will be subject to action.
This policy supersedes all previous policies regarding Online 3P Platforms.
Authorization is conferred via written permission from the SOG
VP of Sales and must be renewed annually.
We will take the following actions when discovering unauthorized sellers:
First violation: written warning
Second violation: 60 days on SOGs DNS (Do Not Sell) list
Third violation: permanently placed on DNS list

MINIMUM ADVERTISED PRICE POLICY
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2020
In order to prevent advertising practices which undermine its reputation
for providing customers with high value products and to further protect
the integrity of the SOG® brand image, SOG Specialty Knives and Tools,
LLC (“SOG”) is unilaterally adopting a policy of minimum advertised price
standards for SOG brand products. This Minimum Advertised Pricing
Policy (“MAP Policy”) shall be effective January 1, 2020 and shall remain
in effect until amended or withdrawn by SOG in writing. This policy
supersedes and replaces all prior MAP pricing policies applicable to SOG
products. It applies to all resellers of SOG products to end users
(“Resellers”) located in the United States.
SOG greatly values the efforts of all Resellers to invest in the SOG product
lines and provide the best possible service and support to SOG
consumers. This MAP Policy is adopted for the benefit of all Resellers and
will be uniformly enforced.

THIS MAP POLICY SHALL WORK UNDER THE
FOLLOWING GUIDELINES:

1. This MAP Policy applies only to advertised prices and does not affect
the prices that a Reseller may charge for SOG products. Each Reseller
selling SOG products remains free to establish its own resale prices
and promotions; however, SOG may, without assuming any liability,
refuse to sell, either directly or through distribution, to any Reseller
following verification by SOG to its sole satisfaction that the Reseller
has violated this MAP Policy.
2. This MAP Policy does not constitute an agreement between
SOG and any other entity. Each Reseller of SOG products is free
to independently decide whether or not to follow this Policy.
SOG does not ask for nor will it accept any assurance of compliance or
agreement from a Reseller regarding this MAP Policy, nor will SOG discuss
any conditions of acceptance related to this MAP Policy.
3. This MAP Policy is not negotiable and will not be altered for any
individual Reseller.
4. This MAP policy does not establish maximum advertised prices. All
resellers may offer SOG products at any price in excess of the MAP
established for such products.
5. SOG will, from time to time, publish the Minimum Advertised Price
Schedule (“MAP Schedule”’) for some or all of its products as part, or
in concert with, the publication of updated price lists, catalogs, or
other selling materials which may be distributed in physical form,
electronically, or on its website. MAP Schedules will identify the
products, effective date, and specific Minimum Advertised Prices
(“MAP”) for products covered under this MAP Policy. Each
advertisement of a product identified in the MAP Schedule at a price
below the specified MAP listed will be a violation of this MAP Policy.
Products without MAP specified in the MAP Schedule are not subject
to this MAP Policy. The initial MAP Schedule is distributed along with
this document. The MAP Schedule will be made available to all
Resellers and may be amended by SOG in its sole discretion at
any time.

6. This MAP Policy applies to all advertisements of SOG products listed
on the MAP Schedule in any and all media, including, but not limited
to, flyers, posters, coupons, mailers, inserts, newspapers, magazines,
catalogs, mail order catalogs, e-mail newsletters, e-mail solicitations,
internet or similar electronic media, television, radio, and public
signage. This MAP Policy is not applicable to any in-store advertising
that is displayed only in the store and not distributed to any
customer(s).
7. If advertised pricing is displayed, any alteration, strike-through or
discount which is paired with an allowable price that results in a
discounted advertised price below the MAP is a violation of this MAP
Policy.
8. This MAP Policy applies only to advertised prices and does not apply
to the price at which SOG products are actually sold or offered for sale
to an individual consumer within Resellers’ retail location or over the
telephone. Resellers may sell these products at any prices they
choose under these circumstances without violating this MAP Policy.
9. Internet auctions may not display or have reserved bid or other
acceptable prices below the MAP.
10. Pricing listed on an internet site is considered an “advertised price”
and must adhere to this MAP Policy. Once the pricing is associated
with an intent to purchase (added to shopping cart
or order), the price becomes the selling price and is not bound
by this MAP Policy. Selling price information that falls below MAP
Prices must be obscured technically so that it is not retrievable
by shopping and pricing engines, and not displayed on search page
results within the reseller’s own website. Statements such as “add to
basket to see price”, “we will match any price”, “call for price” or
phrases of similar import are acceptable as long as the price
advertised or listed for the products is not below the MAP.
In addition, discounts applied at checkout to the entire order based on
a customer’s purchasing history with the Reseller, such as discounts
for “frequent shoppers”, do not violate this MAP Policy. The
advertisement of free or reduced-price shipping is not a violation of
this MAP Policy as long as such offer applies to all
or almost all other products offered by a reseller in the same product
category.
11. This MAP Policy is solely within SOG’s discretion and may be delivered
to Resellers directly by SOG and its representative or via SOG’s
Authorized Distributors. However, SOG representatives and
Distributors are not authorized to make any representations, give any
explanations, or otherwise communicate with Resellers about the
Policy. No employee or sales representative of SOG has any authority
to discuss, modify or grant exceptions to this MAP Policy. Any
representation or action by any employee, sales representative or
persons not specifically authorized to discuss, modify or grant
exceptions to this MAP Policy under this paragraph is unauthorized and
invalid. SOG does not request, and in fact discourages, any complaints
by Distributors, Resellers or customers as to perceived violations of this
Policy by other Resellers or Distributors.
12. All questions about this MAP Policy should be in writing and directed
via U.S. Mail to MAP Policy Administrator, SOG Specialty Knives and
Tools, LLC, 6521 212th Street SW, Lynnwood, WA 98036
or via e-mail to MAPAdministrator@sogknives.com who will respond
only in writing. No oral communications about this MAP Policy are
authorized. The MAP Policy Administrator shall be solely responsible
for determining whether a violation of the policy has occurred and for
communicating decisions to Resellers regarding the policy and
receiving any communications regarding sanctions imposed under this
MAP Policy. Any action taken by SOG under this MAP Policy shall be
without liability to SOG. This Policy is subject to change at any time by
SOG in its discretion.
13. From time to time, SOG may choose to offer special promotions on
certain products. In such an event, SOG reserves the right to modify or
suspend this MAP Policy in whole or in part by notifying all Resellers of
the duration and nature of the change. SOG further reserves the right to
adjust the MAP with respect to all or certain products at its sole
discretion. Such changes shall apply equally to all Resellers.
14. Failure to abide by this MAP Policy will result in sanctions unilaterally
imposed by SOG. Although SOG is not directing any reseller to
require that its customers comply with this MAP Policy, a violation
of this MAP Policy by any such third party will constitute a violation
by the reseller. SOG will take the following actions against any
reseller that fails to comply with this MAP Policy with respect to the
advertisement of any SOG product with a MAP:
i. For a reseller’s first violation of the MAP Policy, SOG will notify the
reseller in writing of such failure and will allow reseller to correct within
3 business days.

ii. For a reseller’s second violation of the MAP Policy, SOG will notify
the reseller in writing of such failure and will immediately place the
reseller’s account on shipping hold for ninety (30) days. SOG will
revoke its acceptance of any pending orders, cancel any pending
shipments to reseller, and not accept any new orders from reseller
during this 30-day period.
iii. For a reseller’s third violation of the MAP Policy, SOG will notify the
reseller in writing of such failure and will immediately place the
reseller’s account on shipping hold for sixty (60) days. SOG will
revoke its acceptance of any pending orders, cancel any pending
shipments to reseller, and not accept any new orders from reseller
during this 60-day period.
iv. For a reseller’s fourth violation of the MAP Policy, SOG will
terminate its business relationship with the reseller. SOG will
revoke its acceptance of any pending orders and cancel any
pending shipments to the reseller.
A continuing violation of the MAP Policy will be deemed to
constitute a subsequent violation if it continues for more than seven
(7) days after Reseller receives notice of the violation.
15. The terms of this MAP Policy are confidential and should not be
disclosed to other parties. This MAP Policy has been established by
SOG to help ensure the legacy of SOG as a leading brand of high
performance, high quality products and to protect the reputation of its
name and products. This MAP Policy is also designed to support SOG
customers and consumers, and ensure that Resellers and Distributors
have the confidence and incentive to invest resources into building their
business with the SOG brand.
16. SMU versions of inline products are subject to MAP

MAP HOLIDAYS

SOG designates a certain number of MAP holidays each year during which
authorized retailers may mark down MAP items a certain percentage off
MAP price. Inquire with your sales representative for details.

2021 MAP HOLIDAY SCHEDULE

X

X

2/11 – 2/16

X

X

4/15 – 4/20

ALLOW

ALLOW

6/16 – 6/21

ALLOW

ALLOW

8/20 – 8/24

ALLOW

ALLOW

1/24 – 11/30

February — 2/11 – 2/16
April — 4/15 – 4/20
June — 6/16 – 6/21
August — 8/20 – 8/24
November — 11/24 – 11/30

Flash AT

Aegis AT

ALLOW

ALLOW

ALLOW

ALLOW

ALLOW

ALLOW

ALLOW

ALLOW

ALLOW

ALLOW

ALLOW

X

X

X

ALLOW

ALLOW

X

X

X

ALLOW

ALLOW

Vision XR

SOG-TAC XR

Trident AT

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Surrept CS

X

X

PowerAccess Assist

SEAL XR

Ultra XR

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Terminus XR LTE

Kiku XR LTE

SEAL FX

X

X

X

X

X

X

SOG-TAC AU Compact

X

X

SOG-TAC AU

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Pentagon FX

X

X

SOG-TAC AU Compact CA

Pentagon OTF

Pentagon FX Covert
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JAMIN HORST

BEN GUTTORMSON

NICK GORETCKI

LANCE GOODGION

RICK BRANON

CRAIG ANDERSEN

NAME

903-816-3042

402-304-4004

406-600-0509

989-245-4797

828-230-3187

407-616-8682

330-604-0789

CELL

MMCKAY@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

EMCGEE@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

JAMINH@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

BGUTTORMSON@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

NGORETCKI@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

LANCEG@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

RBRANOM@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

CANDERSEN@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

EMAIL

CURT WILSON

PORTER TRIMBLE

ANDY SHRADER

DAN YOHANN

JOE SAHM

CHUCK PRESTON

DEVAN NIELSEN

CLINT NICHOLSON

HENRY MONCRIEF

NAME

916-591-0173

318-201-3474

301-988-6041

262-758-0447

330-312-5897

330-807-5416

801-349-6565

805-459-3321

603-209-0751

CELL

CWILSON@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

PTRIMBLE@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

ANDYS@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

DYOHANN@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

JSAHM@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

CHUCKP@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

DNIELSEN@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

CNICHOLSON@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

HMONCRIEF@OUTTECH-ONLINE.COM

EMAIL

SOG REPS BY REGION

ERIN MCGEE

N206DC@YAHOO.COM

GOODGION

SHRADER

MONCRIEF

801-631-2770

PRESTON
BRANOM

MCKAY

ANDERSEN

GORETCKI

907-748-5424

SAHM

YOHANN

MITCH MCKAY

HORST

GUTTORMSON

NIELSEN

TRIMBLE

MCGEE

CHUCK MCKERNEY

MCKERNEY

WILSON

NICHOLSON

INTERNATIONAL SALES
For all sales and inquiries outside
of the United States, please contact:
KEITH E PAXTON
GM International Sales
KEITHPAXTON@SOGKNIVES.COM

RECENT RELEASES

KIKU XR LTE

LTE

CRYO CTS XHP

Carbon fiber liners
and spacer

3.02in/77mm

G10 or Micarta
handles
BLADE
LENGTH

TITANIUM NITRIDE

7.34in/186mm
FINISH

OVERALL LENGTH

VARIOUS

4.1oz/115g

HANDLE

4.29in/109mm

WEIGHT

CRYO CTS XHP
stainless steel blade

Ambidextrous
XR Lock

LIGHT EDITION FOLDING KNIFE

SERIES

STEEL

CLOSED LENGTH

SURREPT CARRY SYSTEM

For daily carry users who make preparedness a priority,
SOG has designed a deliberate solution: the new
Surrept CS LINE of packs and accessories.

• Six packs: Range in size from
small storage and organizing
pouch to a 36-liter travel pack.

• Logical layout: Layered and
considered organization inside
each pack.

• Quick access: Allow users to
easily get to emergency gear
or CCW.

KEY FEATURES

• Low-visibility: Understated
design with a discreet urban
look.

• Easy carrying: Made with
padded shoulder straps and
water resistant 420 D nylon.

2.95in/75mm

Carbon fiber liner

BLADE
LENGTH

TITANIUM NITRIDE

7.17in/182mm

FINISH

OVERALL LENGTH

Ambidextrous
XR Lock

2.2oz/63g

HANDLE

CF/G10

CRYO CPM S35VN
stainless steel blade

WEIGHT

4.18in/106mm

CRYO CPM S35VN

Reversible
pocket clip

• Systemized: Smaller organizers
work on their own or in
conjunction with larger packs.

TERMINUS XR LTE

LTE

LIGHT EDITION FOLDING KNIFE

SERIES

STEEL

CLOSED LENGTH
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SOG Specialty Knives & Tools, LLC
6521 212th Street SW
Lynnwood, WA 98036 USA
425.771.6230
www.sogknives.com
FALL 2021 NEW PRODUCT BOOK (LB-FL)

